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INTRODUCTION 
* 
The axioms for an abstract C -algebra were formulated in 1943 by 
Gelfand and Naimark [7]. They observed that any C*-algebra is isomorphic 
to an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space. It was not until 1947 
that the name C*-algebra was introduced by Segal in [14] where the 
foundations of representation theory were laid. The applications of the 
theory of C*-algebras range from group representations to model quantum 
field theory and quantum statistical mechanics. For example : AF-
* 
algebras are nontrivial C -algebras which arise as the uniform closure of 
an ascending sequence of finite-dimensional C*-algebras [3]. AF-algebras 
are well-suited to test conjectures and provide examples in the theory of 
C*-algebras. Also, in quantum mechanical systems AF-algebras play an 
important role. As another example: in quantum physics the observables 
are best described as noncommuting operators on a Hilbert space, and in 
some models, the observables form a C*-algebra. Time evolution or 
spatial translation of observables is then described by a C*-dynamical 
system, where a C*-dynamical system is a triple (91,G,a) consisting of a 
C*-algebra 31, a locally compact group G, and a continuous 
homomorphism o of G into the group Aut(9I) of automorphisms of St 
equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. 
Crossed products of C -algebras are certain C -algebras obtained 
from dynamical systems. The theory of crossed products reduces, to a 
certain extent, the study of dynamical systems to ordinary C -algebra 
theory. Also, crossed products of C*-algebras provide a whole new class 
of examples of C -algebras. Crossed products of C -algebras with 
2 
discrete groups were introduced by Turumaru [16]. Later, Zeller-Meier 
carried out a penetrating analysis of this case [17]. Other types of C*-
crossed products have been studied by several authors. 
In 1983, Peters [12] obtained the operator algebra SI , 
* 
called semi-crossed product of the C -algebra with the semi-group 
Z^ , by letting the semi-group Z^  act on the semi-group of injective 
endomorphisms of a C*-algebra 31 and using a crossed product type 
construction, and gave a complete description of Z^  x^  31 and of its 
strong structure space whenever 31 is commutative. Peters later 
discovered that Arveson and Josephson [1] had studied a class of operator 
algebras which can be considered as an example of semi-crossed 
products. Therefore, questions arising in [1] could be considered in the 
more general context of semi-crossed products, and possibly answered by 
using more general methods. It became clear that semi-crossed products 
would be useful in applications. 
In describing the semi-crossed products of noncommutative C*-
algebras, it seems adequate to begin with finite-dimensional C*-algebras, 
not only because they are the simplest of cases, but because they are the 
basic elements in the construction of AF-algebras. The theory of semi-
crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-algebras may be helpful in 
describing the semi-crossed products of AF-algebras, therefore, it is of 
great iiq>ortance that semi-crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-
algebras be thoroughly understood before any atteiq>t is made to perform 
an analysis of semi-crossed products of AF-algebras. 
3 
The purpose of this dissertation is to classify, up to isometric 
isomorphism, the semi-crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
This study of semi-crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-algebras is 
based on a thorough and complete analysis of their maximal ideal spaces 
and representations. 
This dissertation is divided into four chapters. Chapter I contains 
a general discussion on ideals of algebras and maximal ideal spaces of 
Banach algebras. Chapter II covers some aspects in the theory of 
representations of C*-algebras in its first part. The second part of 
this chapter is based on [12]. The construction of the semi-crossed 
it + 
product of a C -algebra 31 with the semi-group Z is given, and some 
representation theory is developed in this context. Chapter III contains 
a complete discussion of the algebras These algebras are a 
generalization of the algebras of [12] and play an important role in 
the classification of semi-crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-
algebras. Chapter IV is a presentation of the final results of this 
research project. The main results appear in Theorem 6 and Theorem 9 and 
its Corollary, where a characterization of semi-crossed products of 
finite-dimensional C*-algebras is presented. 
The chapters are organized in sections. Within each section 
Definitions, Lemmas, Propositions, Theorems, Corollaries and Examples are 
numbered consecutively. The end of a proof is indicated by the symbol • . 
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CHAPTER I: PRELIMINARIES 
1• Introduction 
The material in Chapters III and IV relies heavily on the study of 
the ideal structure of certain Banach algebras. In this chapter, we 
present some general algebraic and topological results which will be 
useful in the sequel. 
We begin by discussing closed ideals, and their maximal ideals, in a 
Banach algebra 31. Proposition 2.1 is valid under more general 
conditions [13; 2.1.3] than those required in this dissertation. In 
Proposition 2.2, we describe the ideal structure in a quotient Banach 
algebra. We continue with several definitions, including those of 
modular and primitive ideals. In Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, we establish 
some properties of primitive ideals, as well as, their relation to 
maximal ideals. Proposition 2.11 and its Corollary and Proposition 2.14 
contain a discussion on finite direct sums of Banach algebras and their 
ideal structures. Theorem 2.15 is the First Isomorphism Theorem, Theorem 
2.16 is the Second Isomorphism Theorem, and Theorem 2.17 is the Third 
Isomorphism Theorem. In Definition 3.2, we introduce a topology on the 
maximal ideal space of a Banach algebra called the hull-kernel 
topology. We conclude with Proposition 3.4, where we give a 
characterization of the hull-kernel topology of the maximal ideal space 
of a finite direct sum of Banach algebras. 
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This chapter is dotted with examples and remarks; these are meant to 
illustrate the theory and clarify particular situations which arise in 
Chapters III and IV. 
2. Algebras and Ideals 
An algebra 21 is a vector space on which a multiplication is 
defined such that a(xy) = (ax)y = x(ay) for all a € C and x,y € 91 
If a norm is defined on SI, then SI is called a normed algebra provided 
the following property holds: DxyH < flxBllyll for every x,y € 31. If a 
normed algebra is complete, then it is called a Banach algebra. A sub-
algebra I of an algebra SI is called a left ideal if xl c I for 
every x€ SI. Similarly, a subalgebra J of an algebra 31 is called a 
right ideal if JxC J for every x€ SI. An ideal which is both a left 
and a right ideal will simply be called an ideal. An ideal is called 
maximal if it is not equal to SI and is not properly contained in any 
ideal of the same type other than 91 . An algebra 91 is said to have an 
identity if there exists an element e E SI such that ex = xe = x for 
every x € SI. The identity element in 31 will be denoted as e. 
A homomorphism h from one algebra to another is a mapping that 
preserves addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication; if h is 
bijective, then it is called an isomorphism. If h is an isomorphism 
from one Banach algebra into another, then it also preserves the norm. 
If I is an ideal in an algebra 91 and h is a homomorphism onto 
another algebra S, then h(I) is an ideal in g ; if J is an ideal 
in 0, and h is any homomorphism, then h~^ (J) is an ideal in 31. 
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Since our work concerns mainly Banach algebras and their ideals, we 
are in a topological setting. It is, thus, natural to Introduce the 
notion of a closed ideal. A property of closed ideals (left, right, or 
two sided) is given in: 
Proposition 1.2.1. If 51 is a Banach algebra with identity, then 
the closure of every proper ideal is also proper. In particular, maximal 
ideals in 31 are closed. 
Proof. Let I c SI be a proper ideal, and let e be the identity 
in 91. If I is not proper, then e Ç I and there exists x S I such 
that Hx-eB < 1. This implies that x is invertible [15; p. 393], and 
therefore, e € I, which is a contradiction since I is proper. In 
particular, if M c 91 is maximal, we have MC Mc 91, so that M = M 
and M is closed. • 
If 91 is an algebra and I c 91 is an ideal, then the quotient 
algebra 91/1 consists of elements denoted x/I, where 
x/I = {x + y|y€I, xÇ9l}» Addition on 91/I is given by 
x/I + y/I = (x+y)/I, scalar multiplication by X(x/I) = (Xx)/I, and 
multiplication by (x/I)(y/I) = (xy)/I, for x,y € 91, X € C. If 91 
has an identity, e, then e/I is the identity in 9I/I. The mapping 
f;9l 9I/I given by f(x) = x/I is called the canonical epimorphism. 
If 91 is a Banach algebra and I is a closed ideal, 91/I is a Banach 
algebra under the norm HX/IH = inf Bx-yJ, and in this case the 
y € I 
canonical epimorphism is a continuous mapping. The following charac­
terizes the ideals of a quotient Banach algebra: 
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Proposition 1.2.2. If I is a closed ideal in a Banach algebra SI , 
then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all ideals 
of 21 which contain I and the set of all ideas of SI/I, given by 
J J/I. Hence, every ideal in 9I/I is of the form J/I, where J is 
an ideal in SI containing I. 
Proof. Consider the canonical epimorphism f of 21 onto SI/I, 
where I c 21 is a closed ideal. Let J be an ideal in SI containing 
I, then f(J) = J/I is an ideal in SI/I. Conversely, let Jq be an 
ideal in SI/I. J = f~^ (jQ) is an ideal, and since Kerf = I we have 
Ic J. Also, J/I = f(J) = f(f (^Jg)) = JQ because f is surjective. 
Let Jj, J2 be two ideals of 21 containing I. Then I C J^  - Jg. 
Suppose Jj/I = J2/I. This implies ~ «^ 2 — Hence, J^  - = I, 
and since both J^ , J2 contain I, we have Jj = J2. Hence, the result 
follows. • 
Remark. If J is a closed ideal containing I, then f(J) = J/I 
is a closed ideal in 2I/I [13; p. 44]. If J/I is a closed ideal in 
SI/I, then J = f (^J/1) is closed since the canonical epimorphism is 
continuous. 
Definition 1.2.3. An algebra is said to be simple if it contains no 
proper (two sided) ideals. 
Example 1.2.4. Let N > 1 be a positive integer, and let M^ (C) 
be the Banach algebra of all N x N matrices over the complex numbers, 
with the usual addition and multiplication. Define the norm on M^ (C) 
8 
to be the operator norm. M^ (C) is a simple Banach algebra with 
identity. 
Remark. If M is a maximal ideal in a Banach algebra 91, then 
Proposition 2 shows that SI/M is a simple Banach algebra. Also, if f 
is a homomorphism from a Banach algebra 91 onto a simple Banach algebra 
0 with identity, then Kerf is a maximal ideal in 91. 
Definition 1.2.5. If 91 is an algebra, and I c 91 is an ideal, we 
say that I is a modular ideal if the algebra 91/I has an identity. 
Mote. Whenever 91 is a Banach algebra with identity, every ideal 
in 91 is a modular ideal; in this case we shall omit the term modular. 
A class of ideals, closely related to the maximal ideals in an 
algebra, is presented in the following: 
Definition 1.2.6. An ideal I in an algebra, 91 , is said to be a 
primitive ideal if I = {x € 91 ( x9I C_M, M c 91 a maximal left ideal}. 
Mote. Let x€ I, then x9IcM; if 91 has an identity, x E M, 
so that Ic M, and consequently I is proper. Furthermore, since M 
is closed, then I is closed. 
The relationship between maximal modular ideals and primitive ideals 
is as follows: 
Proposition 1.2.7. In an algebra, every maximal modular ideal is 
primitive. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal modular ideal in an algebra 91 • Then 
there exists a maximal left ideal, M', which contains M [13; 2.1.1]. 
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Since MSIçMc M', it follows that M C {x € 91 | x8lc M'} = I. 
Therefore, M = I and M is primitive• • 
Another property of primitive ideals, which we will use later, is 
given in the following: 
Proposition 1.2.8. If J is a primitive ideal in an algebra 91, 
and if Ij, are left ideals such that C J, then either 
Xj c J or c «J • 
Proof. Let J = {x € 21 | x2I c M, M a maximal left ideal}. 
Suppose Ij, I2 are left ideals in 91 such that X^ Ig c J, then 
X^ XgSI C M. If X^  ^  J, then I^ Sl^ M. Since I^ SI + M is a left ideal 
containing M, and M is maximal, we have 1^ 91 + M = 91 . Therefore, 
1,91 c 1,1,21 + I-Mc M. • 
1 — 1 2  1  —  
We continue with the study of the maximal ideal structure of 
algebras by introducing the following: 
Definition 1.2.9. An algebra 91 is said to be strongly semi-simple 
if the intersection of all its maximal modular ideals is equal to {O}. 
Ezample 1.2.10. Let 21^ , i = 1,2,...,r, be a Banach algebra with 
r 
identity* Let 91 = ^  91. denote the direct sum of the 91., where 
i=l  ^ 1 
addition and multiplication are defined componentwise* Define a norm on 
91 by nxH = max { HX. II | x € 81, x = (x, ,x,,...,x )}. 21 is a Banach 
l<i<r  ^
algebra under this norm. If 91^  is simple, i = 1,2,...,r, the maximal 
ideals of 91 are of the form 91 © .** 0 {O} © *..© 91^ , where {O} 
appears in the ith place, 1 < i < r. The intersection of these is the 
zero ideal, thus, 91 is strongly semi-simple. 
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We now characterize the ideals in a finite direct sum of Banach 
algebras with identity: 
Proposition 1.2.11» Let SI^, i = 1,2,...,r, be algebras with 
r r 
identity. If I is an ideal in 21 = 0  21 then 1 = 0  I., where 
i=l i=l ^ 
is an ideal in 21^ , i = l,2,...,r. 
Proof. Consider Tr^ :2I 21^ , i = 1,2,...,r, the canonical 
projection given by = x^ . Let = ir^ (I); then for 
each i = l,2,...,r, is an ideal in SI , Consider as embedded 
in 21, i.e., = {o} © ... ® © ... @ {o}. Then if x Ç Ic 21 , 
X = Xj^  © ... © x^ , with x^  Ç SI^ , i = l,2,...,r. We have 
r 
ir.(x) = x. € I., which implies I c E I.. Furthermore, if x. Ç I., 
Ill 1=1  ^
then there exists an element (y ,y„,...,x.,...y ) € Ic 0 SI.. Since 
1 r i=i  ^
I is an ideal 
(0,. •. ,x^  ,0,... ,0} = (0,... ,e^  ,0,... ,0) (y^  ^,y2 J •. • ».. « >y^ ) » 
r 
where e. is the identity in 21^ , This shows that Z I. c I. It is 
 ^ i=l ^  
immediate that I^  D (I^ , © ... ©  ^© 1^ ^^  © ... © I^ ) = {O}. 
r 
Consequently, 1 = 0  I.. i 
i=l ^ 
Remark. If 91^ , i = l,2,...,r are Banach algebras with identity, 
then SI is a Banach algebra (Example 10). For each i = 1,2,...,r, 
the canonical projection can be viewed as ir^ rSI 21/J, where J is the 
closed ideal 81^ © ... © {O} © ...© 91^ , with {o} appearing in the 
11 
ith position. It follows from the remark after Proposition 2 that 
r 
1 = 0 1  i s  c l o s e d  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  I .  i s  c l o s e d  i n  S I ^ .  
i=l 
Corollary 1.2.12. Let Sl^ , i = 1,2,...,r, be algebras with 
r 
identity. If M is a maximal ideal in 81 = 0 91 ., then M is of the 
i=l  ^
form 91 ^  ® ...0 ® ...® 91^ , where is a maximal ideal in 91^  
for some i, i = 1,2,...,r. 
r 
Proof. Suppose Mc9I = 09I. is a maximal ideal. Proposition 
2.11 states that M = 0 J., where J. c 91. is an ideal. Assume that 
i=l  ^  ^  ^
is a proper ideal for some i, 1 < i < r. Then there exists a 
maximal ideal M. C 91. such that J. C M.. Hence, 11 1 — 1 
M Cir^ C^J^ ) C But is a maximal ideal in 91. 
Consequently, = M and = ir^ (M) = = M^ . If 
r 
M = 0 J., not more than one of the i = l,2,...,r, can be 
i=l  ^
proper. For if M = ® @ 91^  0 ... @ 91^ , with Jj and J2 
proper, then M cannot be maximal, because in this case 
McJ^ ®9I^ @9I^ ® ...® 91^ . The result follows. • 
Remark. If 91^ , i = l,2,...,r are strongly semi-simple Banach 
r 
algebras with identity, then 91 = 0 91. is strongly semi-simple. 
i=l  ^
Next we introduce the concept of idempotent elements in an algebra. 
Indempotents are useful in the study of direct sums of algebras. 
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Definition 1.2.13. An element, e, in an algebra, SI , is said to 
be an idempotent if e = e. In addition, if e is in the center of 81 , 
then e is said to be a central idempotent. Idempotent elements 
ej,e2,...,e^  in an algebra, 81, are said to be orthogonal if 
e^e^ =0 if i * j. 
As an immediate application of idempotents, we give the following 
additional structure properties of finite direct sums of algebras with 
identity; 
Proposition 1.2.14. If 91^ , 91^ , ..., 91 ^  are algebras with 
identity: then the following are equivalent; 
i) 91 : ë 91. , 
i=l  ^
ii) 91 contains a set of orthogonal central idempotents 
{e^ , e^ , ..., e^ } such that e^  + eg + ... + e^  = e, 
where e is the identity in 91 , and e^ 9I =91^  for each 
i = 1,2,...,r. 
r 
iii) 91 = ® J. , where each is an ideal in 91 such that 
i=l  ^
911 = Ji-
Proof, i) ^ ii). Let f^  denote the identity in 91^ , 
i = l,2,...,r. Consider the elements e^  = (f^ ,0, ... ,0) , 
Gg = (0,f2,0,...,0), ..., e^  = (0,0,...,0,f^ ). The set {e^ .e^ ,..•,e^ } 
r 
is a set of orthogonal central idempotents in ® 91 . such that 
Z e = e and e (0 91 ) =91.. 
i=l  ^ 1 i=l 1 1 
13 
ii) =* i l l ) .  Let = e^ SI , i = Then is an 
ideal in SI , i = is itself an algebra with identity 
e^ . From this, it follows that 
r 
n (Jj © ... © J © © ... © J^ ) = {O}, and since 0 = e 
r 
we have SI = 0 J.. 
i=l 
iii) » i) is immediate from the definitions. • 
In this section we introduce the so-called Isomorphism Theorems. 
These may be found in algebra textbooks in a more general setting than 
required for our purpose: 
Theorem 1.2.15. (First Isomorphism Theorem) If f :91 3 is an 
algebra homomorphism, then f induces an isomorphism of algebras 
31/Kerf = Im f. 
Proof. Define (|>:SI/Kerf Im f by <t)(x/Kerf) = f(x). Suppose 
X y, then x-y € Kerf and 0 = f(x-y) = f(x) - f(y). Hence, 
<|)(x/Kerf) = (J)(y/Kerf) and * is well-defined. If x,y E 91, and 
a,B € C, then *(a(x/Kerf)+g(y/Kerf)) = <j)((ax+6y)/(Kerf)) = f(ax+gy) 
= otf(x) + 6f(y) = a4(x/Kerf) + g4(y/Kerf). Also, $((x/Kerf)(y/Kerf)) 
= *((xy)/Kerf)) = f(xy) = f(x)f(y) = *(x/Kerf)$(y/Kerf). This shows that 
(|) is linear and multiplicative. If (|)(x/Kerf) = 0, this implies 
f(x) = 0 and x€ Kerf. Thus, ij) is one-to-one. Let y € Im f, then 
y = f(x) for some x Ç 91 ; it follows that <j)(x/Kerf) = f(x). Hence, 
(f> is onto. We have shown that is an algebra isomorphism. 
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Remark. In case 31 and 33 are Banach algebras with identity 
and Im f is single, then Kerf is a maximal ideal. Consequently, 
%/Kerf is a simple Banach algebra with identity and hence, has a unique 
norm topology [13; p. 74]. It follows that 21/Kerf and Im f are 
isometrically isomorphic. 
Theorea 1.2.16. (Second Isomorphism Theorem) Let I and J be 
ideals in an algebra, SI . There is an algebra isomorphism 
1/(1 n J) = (I+J)/J. 
Proof. We use the First Isomorphism Theorem as follows: J is an 
ideal in I+J. Consider the algebra homomorphism I I+j cJL^  (I+J)/J, 
Then Ker(Troi) = I D J and Im(iroi) = (I+J)/J, therefore, I/I Q J is 
algebraically isomorphic to (I+J)/J. • 
Heaaifc. Whenever 21 is a Banach algebra with identity, I a 
closed ideal in 21, and M a maximal ideal in 21 such that I p M = M* 
is a maximal ideal in I, then I + M = 21. Thus, I/M' and SI/M are 
single and have unique norm topologies. It follows that I/M' and SI/M 
are isometrically isomorphic. 
Theorem 1.2.17. (Third Isomorphism Theorem) Let 31 be an algebra, 
and I, J ideals in 21 with IC J. Then J/I is an ideal in SI /I, 
and there is an algebra isomorphism [2I/I]/[J/I] = 21/J. 
Proof. Define h;2I/I 8I/J by h(x/I) = x/J, since I c h is 
well-defined. It is easy to verify that h is an algebra homomorphism. 
Also, h is onto. Now J = h(x/I) if and only if x € J, thus. 
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Kerh = {x/I | x € j} = J/I and J/I is an ideal in SI/I» From the 
First Isomorphism Theorem, it follows that 9I/J = Im h = (8I/I)/Kerh 
= [SI/I]/[J/I]. 
Eeaark. If J is a maximal ideal and 31 has an identity, then 
91/J is simple and then so is [8I/I]/[J/I]. If, in addition, 81 is a 
Banach algebra and I is closed, then 91/J and [9I/I]/[J/I] are simple 
Banach algebras which are algebraically isomorphic. Hence, since 91/J 
and PW/I]/[J/I] have unique norm topologies [13; p. 74], they are 
isometrically isomorphic. 
Closed ideals in Banach algebras are Banach algebras themselves. 
The maximal ideas of such algebras cannot be described in general. 
However, in a strongly semi-simple Banach algebra, we have the following: 
Tfkimft Ie2«18« Let 91 fee a strongly semi—simple Banach algebra with 
identity, and I c 91 a proper closed ideal with identity. If M c 91 is 
a maximal ideal, which does not contain I, then H fl I is a maximal 
ideal in I. 
Proof. It is clear that M D I is an ideal in I. Let e 6 I be 
the identity. Pick x € 91, m € M H I. Then xm = x(em) = (xe)m€ M f) I, 
and mx = (me)x = m(ex) € M n I so that M fl I is an ideal in 91 . 
Suppose there exists N c I a maximal ideal such that M n-I c N. Then, 
by the Second Isomorphism Theorem, we have 21/11 = (I+M)/M = 1/(M fl I), 
and 91/M = (N+M)/M = N/(Mn I). Also, by the Third Isomorphism Theorem 
I/N 2! [I/(M n I)]/[N/(M n I)], which is impossible since e N. Thus, 
N = M n 1 and M H I is maximal. • 
16 
Remark. It follows that if 21 is a strongly semi-simple Banach 
algebra, with identity, I a closed ideal in 91, M a maximal ideal in 
31 not containing I. Then 1/(1 H M) and SI/M are isometrically 
isomorphic. 
3. The Strong Structure Space of a Banach Algebra 
In order to continue our study of the maximal ideal structure of 
Banach algebras, it is useful to introduce out next: 
Definition 1.3.1. Let E be a subset of a Banach algebra, 91, 
and F a subset of h = the set of all maximal modular ideals of 91. 
Then the set h(E) of all M € which contain E is called the hull 
of E in In, and the intersection k(F) of all the Ideals in F is 
called the kernel of F in 31. 
A closure operation can be defined on lli in terms of the hulls and 
kernels as follows: let E be any subset of îf. If E is ençty define 
E = E. Otherwise define E = h(k(E)). It follows immediately from the 
definitions that EC E. Take Ej and E2 two sets in tti . Then, 
k(Ej U Eg) Ç k(Ej^ ), i = 1,2. If M € h(k(E^ ))U hCkCE^ )), then 
k(E^ ) C M or k(Eg) C M. In either case k(E^  U E^ ) C M. Thus, 
M e h(k(E^  U Eg)) and h(k(E^ )) U £ h(k(E^  U Eg)). That is, 
U Ëg Ç E^  U Eg. Conversely, if M g h(k(E^  U Eg)), then 
M2, k(Ej U Eg)2 k(Ej)k(Eg). Hence, it follows (Proposition 2.7 and 2.8) 
that k(Ej)CM, or k(Eg)CM. Therefore, M € h(k(E^ )) U h(k(Eg)) 
and Ej U Eg = Ej U Eg. The topology determined in lU by this closure 
operation is called the hull-kernel topology. 
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Definition ï.3.2. Let SU be a Banach algebra and îïi its maximal 
ideal space. The space endowed with the hull-kernel topology is 
called the strong structure space of the algebra 91. 
Example 1.3.3. Let A(D) be the set of all complex valued 
functions which are defined and continuous on the closed unit disk, 
D = f z € C |  I z I  <  l l ,  a n d  w h i c h  a r e  h o l o m o r p h i c  i n  t h e  i n t e r i o r  o f  t h e  
disk. A(D) is a Banach algebra with identity under usual addition and 
multiplication, and with the norm nfn = sup |f(z)|. A(D) is called 
z € D 
the disk algebra. This algebra plays an important role in the theory 
of semi-crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
It is known [9; pp. 87-89], that the maximal ideal space of A(D) 
is the closed unit disk D. The closed sets V c D in the hull kernel 
topology (also known as Rudin topology in this case) are of the following 
form: 
i) V n D is either finite or countable; if V n D is countable, 
00 
say then Z (1 - |Xn|) < ». 
n=l 
ii) V n 3D is a closed subset (in the usual topology of 3D) of 
Lebesgue measure zero, and contains every accumulation point of 
V n D. 
It follows from this description of the closed sets in the Rudin 
topology, that this topology is coarser than the usual (Euclidean) 
topology. 
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We have already, in part, discussed the ideal structure of Banach 
algebras which are finite direct sums of Banach algebras. We conclude 
this section by giving a characterization of the strong structure space 
of such algebras: 
Proposition 1.3.4. Let 31^  be a Banach algebra with identity, 
r 
i = 1,2,...,r. If 31 = 3^1., then the strong structure space of 9J 
i=l ^ 
is the disjoint union of the strong structure spaces of the 
Proof. Let lU be the strong structure space of 21, and the 
strong structure space of 31^ , i = 1,2,...,r. If M € Hi, then M is 
r 
maximal modular ideal in 3^1., hence by Corollary 2.12, there exists 
i=l ^ 
Mi 6 such that M = 91^  6 ... @ @ ...© 91^ , for some i, 
1 < i < r; and vice-versa, for each € Iti^  , 1 < j < r, 
2Ij^® .,.®Mj© ...© 31^ = M' € til. Thus, we have shown the existence of 
one-to-one correspondence, t|>, between the elements in ÎU and the 
r 
elements in U Hi.. 
i=l ^ 
Let h,k (hu,ki, i = l,2,...,r) denote, respectively, the hull 
r 
and kernel functions on 31 (31., i = I,2,...,r). Topologize U b 
saying E Ç U is closed if E H j is closed in 1 < i < r. 
i=l 
We clain that ib is a homeomorphism. 
r 
Let E C U ttl. be closed. This implies that E. = E n fH- is 
- i=l 1  ^ 1 
closed in tJli> and hence, h-CkiCE^ )) = E^ . Let 
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, r 
F = T|> (E) = U {m € m I M = 21, © ... ® M. © ... © 21 , M. 6 E.K We 
i=l  ^ r 1 1 
r r 
have k(F) = 0 k.(E.), so that h(k(F)) = hf0 k.(E.)l = 
 ^ 1=1  ^ i=l 1 1 
= n h(k (E.)). Now h(k (E )) = fM€ Ih| M = 9I© ... © M. © ... © 91 , 
i=l  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ J  ^
Mj € ÎBj if j * i, Mj € Ej if j = il. It follows that 
r r 
n h(k. (E.)) = U fM € tn I M = 91, © ... © M. © ... © 21 , M. € E.l = F. 
i=l i=l  ^ r 1 1 
That is, h(k(F)) = F, and F is closed in In . Conversely, let 
r 
F c m be closed. If #(F) = E c U and E^ = E fl , then 
i=l 
F = u (m € in I M = ar. © ... © M. © ... © 21 , M. e E.l. Also, since 
i=l r 1 1 
r r 
F is closed, F = h(k(F)) = h(0 k,(E.)) = Q h(k.(E.)) = 
J. i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ "• 
U fM e m I M = SI, © ... © M © ... © 91 , M. € h (k.(E.))l. This 
i=l  ^ r 1 1 1 X 
implies E^  = h^ (k^ (E^ )) for every i = l,2,...,r, and hence E^  is 
closed in for every i = l,2,...,r. This implies E is closed in 
U m.. • 
i=l 
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CHAPTER II: SEMI-CROSSED PRODUCTS OF C*-ALGEBRAS 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the semi-crossed products 
A 
of C -algebras. In the first section we present basic facts about Banach 
algebras and C*-algebras, and their Hilbert space representations. Next, 
we define the enveloping Banach algebra of a Banach algebra with identity 
91 relative to a certain set of Hilbert space representations of 31 . In 
Definition 2.9 and Example 2.10, we study some special Hilbert space 
representations of a C*-algebra, which will be of great importance in the 
second section. 
In Section 3, we introduce the involutive Banach algebra Z^ (Z,U,a), 
where SI is a C -algebra, and a € Aut(8I), and define the crossed 
product, Z SI, to be the enveloping Banach algebra of £.^ (Z,9I,a) 
relative to its contractive Hilbert space representations. For the semi-
crossed product, we introduce the Banach algebra £^ (Z^ ,SI,a)°^ , and take 
a € End(2l). We define the semi-crossed product, Z^  91, as the 
enveloping Banach algebra of £^ (Z^ ,5I,a)°^  relative to its contractive 
covariant Hilbert space representations. 
The rest of this section is devoted to describing the elements and 
the norm in the semi-crossed product Z^  31. 
2. C*-Algebras and Representations 
Definition II.2.1. If a Banach algebra 91 admits a map 
* 
X + X Ç 91 with the following properties: 
21 
- * * 
1) (x ) = X , 
il) (x+y) = X + y , 
ill) (ax) = ox , 
* * * 
iv) (xy) = y X , 
* 
v) nx n  = h x h  , 
for every x,y € SI and a € C, then 31 is called an involutive Banach 
* 
algebra and the map : x + x the Involution of SI . If the involution of 
91 satisfies the following additional condition 
* 2 
vi) nx xh = nxn , x € si , 
then SI is called a C*-algebra. 
Examples II.2.2. The following are all C*-algebras: 
a) The space of bounded linear operators, |B(M), on a Hilbert space 
*, with involution the usual adjoint, and norm the operator norm on 
R(%). 
b) The space C(X) of continuous complex valued functions, defined 
on a compact Hausdorff space X, with pointwise operations and the 
supremum norm* 
c) Mjj (C), for positive integers N^ ,...,N^ , and the 
conqjonentwise operations and the supremum norm (Examples 1.2.4 and 
1.2.10). This is the most general finite-dimensional complex C*-algebra 
(up to isomorphism) [8; 1.5]. 
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Définitlon II.2.3. If a homomorphism of an involutlve Banach 
algebra SI into another involutive Banach algebra S preserves the *-
operation, it is called a *-homoinorphism» 
Definition II.2.4. A representation % of a Banach algebra 91 is 
a homomorphism of SI into an algebra of bounded linear transformations 
over a vector space X. If SI has an involution, then X is generally 
taken to be a Hilbert space and in this case ir is required to be a 
*-homomorphism. If ir(x) t 0 for every nonzero x € SI, then tr is 
called faithful » 
The theory of representations of C*-algebras is very extensive. The 
proofs of the following two propositions involve a fair amount of 
background material and we choose to omit them. 
Proposition 11.2.5. If u is a *-homomorphism of an involutive 
Banach algebra SI into a C*-algebra 39, then lltr(x)ll <11x11, x€ SI. 
In particular, if SI is a C*-algebra and ir a Hilbert space 
representation, this result is true. 
Proposition 11.2.6. A C*-algebra admits a faithful Hilbert space 
representation. 
Let SI be a Banach algebra with identity, and a set of Hilbert 
space representations of SI with llir(x)N < CHXH for every irÇ and 
for some fixed positive constant c. If is not empty for some fixed 
positive constant c, we can define 
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llxll- = sup ll¥(x)ll . 
.êf!« 
We have 11x11^  < cJxH, and OxyH^  < BXDQ HyD^  for every x,y € 31. 
Furthermore, the map x + BXHQ is a semi-norm on 91, 
Definition II.2.7. Let I = {x € SI | "XHQ = O}. I is a closed 
ideal of 31. For x/16 3Î/I define 
Bx/ in * = inf Ox-yll^  . 
y € I ° 
Then the mapping x/I -»• HX/IH* is a norm on 31/I. The completion of 
(3I/I, H H*) is a Banach algebra called the enveloping Banach algebra of 
91 SI relative to the set R . 
91 
Remark. The uniform boundedness of A is necessary for the map 
X + BXIJQ to be defined. If 31 is an involutive Banach algebra this is 
a natural property of all representations of 91 (Proposition 5). 
* * 2 Furthermore, HX = BXIIQ, and Hx XOQ = HXHQ for any x€ 21; also, 
I is a self-adjoint ideal, so that, in this case, the enveloping Banach 
algebra of 31, relative to the set of all Hilbert space representations 
of 31, is a C*-algebra called the enveloping C*-algebra of 31. If 31 
is a Banach algebra with identity (involutive or not) which admits a 
«31 
faithful representation ir € R , with Dir(x)II < CHXH for every x € 31 
and c some fixed positive constant, then the enveloping Banach algebra 
of SI relative to is the completion of (SI, It n^ ). 
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Lemma 11.2.8. If two Banach algebras with identity are isomorphic, 
then their enveloping Banach algebras are isomorphic, whenever they are 
defined. 
Proof. Let 21 and S be isomorphic Banach algebras with identity, 
S SI 
and 6:91 0 and isomorphism. If p € ft , then pO(j) € R for some 
positive constant c. Conversely, if ir € then iroé  ^€ R® for 
some positive constant c. Suppose di, then * <4 and we have 
for every x çai : 
n4(x)n_ = sup iip(*(x))n = sup _ n(po<j))(x)ii 
° P € R* P € R® 
< sup llTr(x)II = HxHQ 
IT Ç R 
Also » 
_2 
nxH- = sup iiir(x)n = sup-nw(* (*(x)))n 
W € RT TT e R 
= sup n(%o$ ^ )(<|)(x))ii < sup np(*(x))n = n*(x)n_ 
W € p € R® 
Thus HxHg = ll6(x)nQ, and OxM^  = 0 if and only if IléCx)!!^  = 0. Let 
I = ix € 91 1 HxHq =  0 \ .  This implies that J = iyg % | MyR^  = Ol = 
= <(>(1). Define <))*:Sl/I 33/J by $'(x/I) = (k(x)/J, x € 91. Then * ' 
is well-defined. It is easy to check the 6' is a homomorphism (*-homo-
morphism if SI and 8 are involutive). Now, ll(J)'(x/I)II ' = n*(x)/jn' = 
= inf n*(x)-bn_ = inf n*(x)-*(a)nn - inf ll(j>(x-a)= inf Nx-alt^  = 
b € J  " a € l  "  a  €  I  "  a  €  I  
= Bx/IB*. Hence, <|)' is an isomorphism. I 
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Definition II.2.9. Let Tr:SI->lSOi) be a representation of the C*-
algebra SI, o € End(2I), and V € a contraction (resp. isometry). 
We say that the pair (V,w) is a contractive (resp. isometric) covariant 
representation of the pair (21,a) if 
Vir(ax) = ir(x)V 
holds for every x6 21. 
Contractive and isometric covariant representations play an 
important role in the theory of semi-crossed products of C*-algebras. 
The following construction yields an isometric covariant representation 
* 
of a C -algebra 21 : 
Example 11.2.10. [12] Let 21 be a C*-algebra, and a Ç End(21). 
Let IT : 21-»• lB(JI) be a representation of 21, and let H^ (M) denote the 
Hilbert space of all sequences (Çg,€j,Ç2>***) with € M, n ) 0, 
and S nç < ». Define a representation Tr:2I -»-lB(H^ (H)) by 
n>0 ° 
T(X)(5Q,5J,?2»***^  ~ (Tr(x)?Q,Tr(ox)Cj,Tr(a^ x)C2.««'). 
If is the unilateral shift on H^ (JJ), 
J J 5 2 ' *  *  * ^  ~  ( 0 J Ç Q *  * * ^ *  
then, U^ ir(ax) = ir(x)U^ . Since is an isometry, the pair (U^ ,Tr) is 
an isometric covariant representation of the pair (21,a). 
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3* Semi-crossed Products of C*-Algebras 
In the rest of this section, all C -algebras will be assumed 
separable. 
Let a be an automorphism of a C*-algebra 21. Recall [17; 2.4] 
that the Banach algebra £^ (Z,SI,o) consists of all formal sums 
I 6 0 X with X 6 21, Z Ox II < ", and 
n € Z °  "  n  e  Z  ^  
H  E 6 ® x l l =  Z HxH; multiplication, on simple tensors, is given 
n € Z  ^ n € Z 
by (S ® x)(ô ® y) = 6 . ® xa°(y), and the involution is given by 
n in n+TD 
(5^ ® x) = ® a ^ (x ). A multiplication can be defined on 
&^ (Z,M,a) by letting (6^  ® x)(6^ ® y) = ® a™(x)y. We obtain a new 
Banach algebra, which we call (Z,9I,a)°^ . The Banach algebras 
2.^ (Z,3I,a) and (Z,8l,a)°^  are isomorphic: define 
i(>:£^ (Z,3I,a) + £^ (Z,2I,o)°^ , on simple tensors, by 
$(6^  ® x) =6^ ® a^ (x). It is easily seen that is a Banach algebra 
isomorphism. The C*-crossed product, Z is then defined as the 
* 1 C -enveloping algebra of the involutive Banach algebra I (Z,9I,a). 
Specifically, since il^ (Z,3I,a) admits a faithful Hilbert space 
representation ([17; 2.21]), then the crossed product, Z is the 
completion of £^ (Z,9I,a) under the norm 
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HFH = sup{lIir(F)II I ir a (contractive) Hilbert space representation of 
Fç£^(Z^,a). 
Let 21 be a C*-algebra, and o an infective endomorphism of 91. 
Let £^ (Z^ ,a,a) be the Banach algebra consisting of formal sums 
E S ® X , with X 6 91, E llx H < ", and 
n> 0 " * " n>0 " 
HE s a X H = Ellxll. We can define a multiplication, on simple 
n>0 " " n>0 * 
tensors, by (6 ® x)(6 ® y) = 5 . ® x a"(y), but for technical reasons 
n m n+m 
we choose to work with the Banach algebra (Z^ where multipli­
cation, on simple tensors, is given by (5^  ® x)(6^ ® y) = 5^ ^^ ® a'"(x)y. 
Notice that this Banach algebra is no longer involutive. 
By means of contractive covariant representations of 31, we are 
able to describe a certain class of Hilbert space representations for the 
Banach algebra as follows: Let (V,ir) be a contractive 
covariant representation of CSI,a), define p:2^ (Z*,M,a)°P by 
p(r 5®x) = E V%(x ). 
n>0  ^ " n>0 " 
It is easily seen that p is a linear map. To show that it is 
multiplicative, we compute: 
p((S^ ® x)p(5^  ® y) = v'^ ir(x)v"'ir(y) = V^ V^ V(a™(x)On(y) 
= v"^ "ir(a™(x)y) = p(6 ® a™(x)y) 
TlTlIl 
= p((G ® x)(6 ® y)). 
n m 
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We denote this representation p by V x ir. If V x tr is contractive, 
we shall call this representation a contractive covariant representation 
of 
Proposition II.3.1. The Banach algebra admits a 
contractive covariant faithful" Hilbert space representation. 
Proof. Let ir be a faithful representation of 21 on a Hilbert 
space 31 (Proposition 2.6). Construct ir as in Example 2.10, and let 
be the unilateral shift on define a representation 
p = X TT : IB(H^ (H)) as above. Since ir is faithful 
and o an infective endomorphism, then irCa'^ Cx)) * 0 for every 
nonzero x € Sit and n > 0. It follows that p(x) * 0 for every 
nonzero x € 81. Also, 
llp(E 6 ®x)ll = ll(U. xir)(E 6 ®x)n 
n>0 * * + n>0 " 
= n r  u" îr(x )n < z nu" îr(x )» 
n>0 n>0 + " 
< z nîrCx )n < z hx II = n z 6 ® x n, 
n>0 " n>0 " n>0 " " 
thus p is contractive. • 
Since is not involutive, we cannot define the semi-
crossed product as its enveloping C*-algebra as in the case of 
£^ (2,21,a). Nevertheless, we define the semi-crossed product in a similar 
fashion as follows: 
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Definition II.3.2» The semi-crossed product. 7^  is defined 
as the enveloping Banach algebra of with respect to the 
set of its contractive covariant Hilbert space representations. That is, 
from Proposition 1, 81 is the completion of (Z^ ,8I,a)°^  with 
respect to the norm: BFH = supfnCV x ?)(F)n | (V,w) a contractive 
covariant representation of (SI,a)^ , F € £^ (Z^ ,M,a)°P. 
Note» The representations of £^ (Z^ ,9I,a)°^  of the form V x ir, 
where (V,ir) is a contractive covariant representation of the pair 
(SI,o), can be extended to M « We denote these by V x ir as 
before. 
The following provides us with another way of obtaining the norm in 
the semi-crossed product Z^  81 : 
Proposition 11.3.3. Let CJ be the class of all isometric 
covariant Hilbert space representations of (91,o). If 
F € Z"^  X 31, then 
HFH = sup n(v x ir)(F)n. 
(V,ir)€Cj 
Proof. Since CJ is a subclass of the class of all contractive 
covariant Hilbert space representations (SI,a), the right band side is 
clearly less than or equal to the left hand side. To complete the proof, 
it is enough to show that any contractive covariant representation 
(V,ir) of (SI,a) can be dilated to an isometric covariant 
representation. 
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Let (Vjir) be a contractive covariant representation of 
(31,a) on a Hilbert space H, and let T be the minimal isometric 
dilation of V, as in [11], on the Hilbert space H^ (M) (Example 
2.10). T is given by T(ÇQ,ÇJ,...) = (VÇQ,D^ ÇQ,ÇJ,...), where 
* /z , 
D^=(Ijj-VV) . Define ir a representation of 21 in H^(M) as in 
Example 2*10. We claim that (T,ir) is an isometric covariant 
representation of (31,a). Now, V?(ox) = w(x)V for all x € 31 implies 
that ir(ax)V = V n(x). So ir(ax)V V = V ir(x)V = V VTr(ax), and hence, 
2 ir(ax) commutes with and as well. We compute 
~ 2 
Ti7(ax)(ÇQ,Ç^ ,Ç2»«") = T(ir(ax)ÇQ,ir(o x)Çj,...) 
2 
= (VTr(ax)ÇQ,D^ Tr(ax)ÇQ,Tr(a x)?^ ,...) 
Also, 
n(x)T(gQ,5^ ,S2,...) = w(x)(VgQ,Dy5Q,5^ ,...) 
= (Tr(x)VÇQ,Tr(ax)D^ ÇQ,Tr(a^ x)Çj,...) 
2 
= (Vir(ax)ÇQ,D^ ir(ax)ÇQ,Tr(o x)Çj,...). 
This proves the claim. Thus, (T,n) is the desired dilation of (V,?).# 
It is possible to improve on this result by letting the supremum act 
on isometric covariant representations, (V,ir), of (31,o) with V a 
pure isometry. That is, if F € SI , then, 
NFH = sup{n(y X •ir)(F)lI | (V,ir) is an isometric covariant Hilbert space 
representation of (31,a) with V a pure isometry} [12; II.5]. 
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Another characterization of the norm on @1  ^ much easier to apply, 
is given in the following: 
Corollary II.3.4. If is the unilateral shift on H (M), we 
have UFH = supII(U^  x ir)(F)!l, F € Z SI  ^ where the supermum is taken 
over all representations (n,M) of 21. 
Proof. Let (V,n) € CJ with V a pure isometry. If M is the 
1 2 
Hilbert space of IT, let % = (VM) , and define W:H (%) +% by 
,Ç„,...) = r Ç , It is clear that W is an isometry onto 
n>0 *  ^
(i.e. unitary), since the spaces V % are mutually orthogonal and span 
X [5; pp. 15-16]. If U+ is the unilateral shift on it follows 
that VW = WU+. Let P = ttIk» if we construct P as in Example 2.10, 
then Wp(x) = Tr(x)W for every x Ç SI. Let F Ç &^ (Z^ ,SI,a)°^ , 
F = I S ® X , then, n(V x Tr)(F)ll = H Z v\(x )ll = 
n>0 "  ^ n>0 " 
= II E wu" w*wp(x )w*)n = nw z u^ p(x )w*ii = n z u* p(x )n = 
n>0 n>0 + " n>0 + ° 
= n(U+ X p)(F)ll. Thus, 
sup {ll(V X n)(F)nl < supII(U x p)(F)l!, F € £^ (z'^ ,ai,a)°P. 
(Vxir)çcj P 
Conversely, it is clear that 
supllCU X o)(F)ll < sup fn(V X T)(F)nl, F € z"*" x 31, 
P (V,ir)eCc9 " 
So by continuity of the norm, we get 
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nFn = sup II (u^ X p)(F)n, F € z"*" si . • 
p 
So far, we have not been able to describe, specifically, the elements in 
2^  x^  31 . The following application of the above corollary will be 
helpful in doing this. 
Proposition II.3«5» Let 21 be a C*-algebra, 91 ç B(%). if 
F = E S ® X € £^ (2^ , 91 ,o)°^ , where a is an endomorphism of 91 , 
n>0 
then, 
nFn > sup {z 0 S a^(x )ç 5, € », s = (g ,s 
nsn=l n>0 k=0  ^  ^  ^
Proof. Let 81 be the self-representation. Construct ir as 
in Example 2.10. From the above Corollary it follows that 
HFB > ll(D^  X w)(F)n. We compute: 
II(U X ir)(F)ll = 1I(U X ?)( Z 6 ® x )II 
n>0 
= II E D® Tr(x )» = sup II Z ÏÏ(X )ÇD 
n>0 ° nSM=l n>0 
= sup DE u"(x Ç_,o(x )C, ,o^ (x )Ç„,...)I1 
nsn=i n>0 * u  ^ ° ^  
2 
= sup l!(xQÇQ,XjÇQ+a(xQ)Çj,X2ÇQ+a(Xj)Çj+o (Xq)Ç2» • • •)« 
nsn=i 
= sup {nxQ?Qll^ +BXj5Q+a(xQ)5jll^ +IIX25Q+a(Xj)Cj-hx^ (xQ)?2''^ +'«'} 
IIÇII=1 
r ° k 2i 
= sup f E II E o (x } 
B511=1 n>0 k=0 
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Hence, 
n k 2, ^/2 
lIFn > sup { Z II E a (x_ )5 n I , 5, € M , Ç = (Ç.,?,,-.-). • 
I1ÇJ=1 n>0 " K K K U 1 
Remark. If we now take IIÇQII=1, = 0, n > 1, we get 
2 HFH > sup f E HX \ . Hence, HFH > supHx IT. Thus, if 
IIÇQII=1 n>0 " n " 
FF^^^)J^_L C (Z^,9I,A)°^ is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the senii-
(k) fk) 
crossed product norm, i.e., F = E 5 ® x , it follows that for 
n>0 " " 
r (V ^ % œ 
each nonnegative integer, n, x^^ ' is a Cauchy sequence in 31. 
This means that every element F of z"*" 81 can be described by a 
unique sequence in 91. 
Notation. From now on we will write the unilateral shift on H (j{) 
as multiplication by z, M^ . Also, if F Ç z"*" SI corresponds to the 
r 
sequence |x f ,, we will write F = E M n x . Corollary 4 becomes: 
n-n=l n>0 = " 
HFB = suplI(M X ir)(F)ll, F g Z^  x^  , 
IT 
where tr is a representation of 21 . 
Proposition II.3.6. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space, 
and <|>:S •*•5 a homeomorphism. Let 31 be the C*-algebra of continuous 
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functions from S into Mjj(C) (N a fixed positive integer) which 
vanish at infinity, and a the automorphism of 91 given by 
a(f) = fO(j». Denote by ir^  the representation %g(f) = f(s), f € 21. 
We can consider (S € S) as acting on a fixed N-dimensional Hilbert 
space y For F € # , 
nFn = sup nM X 17 (F)II . 
s € s  ^ ® 
Proof. This follows from Proposition II.7 and II.8 of [12] in 
case N = 1, but with a suitable change of notation the same proof is, 
in fact, valid for any positive integer N. 
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CHAPTER III. THE ALGEBRAS ^ AND M^(C) 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a class of algebras, 
which we call  ^algebras. These arise as operator algebras on 
Hilbert space, more specifically, jj is an algebra of matrices of 
holomorphic functions. 
The strongest result in this chapter is Theorem 2.5, which enables 
us to view the algebra iBjr  ^as the tensor product of the algebra Bj, 
(this is the case when N = 1) with the finite-dimensional C*-algebra 
Mjj(C). This theorem is proved by taking full advantage of the strong 
semi-simplicity of the algebra ® M^ (C). 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 describe the maximal ideal structure of the 
algebra B^ , These facts are taken from [12], although we have filled in 
the details. Lemma 3.1 and its Corollary, and Lemma 3.3 and its 
Corollary extend these results to the algebra B^ 0 M^ (C) and hence, to 
the algebra B^  We conclude this chapter with Lemma 3.6 which gives 
us a description of the central idempotents in 
2. The Algebras B^ jj 
Let 
= {S(z) = Z S. z* I g € C^ }, i.e., 
n>0 
~ [Çg(z) (z),... ], 
2 
where N is a fixed positive integer, and Ç^ (z) € H = classical Hardy 
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space of holomorphic functions in the unit disk, having nontangential 
2 L boundary values, with inner product 
(Ç.(z),1.(z)) = -r r Ç.(z) n.(z) dz, and 
J \z\=l J 
HE (z)n^  =-=- r |ç.(z)|^  dz, 0 < i,j < N-1, |z|=l 1 
Define an inner product on 31 by 
N-1 
(Ç(z),TI(z)) = E -nZ  ^ Ç.(z) N (z) dz . 
i=0 lz|=i 1 
K becomes a Hilbert space under the norm induced by this inner product. 
Let Kj (0 < j < K-1) denote the subspace of M of vectors 
with g4(z) = Z C^ va.- . € C , and K a fixed positive 
n>0  ^
integer. The subspaces Mj and M ^  are orthogonal if j f k. For, let 
" n>0  ^  ^^  *j' S (z) G n^K+k ^   ^
then. 
, N-1 . 
(SJ(z),e*(z)) = E (sJ(z),g*(z)) = 0 , 
i=0  ^  ^
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4 le 
since Ç^ Cz) and Ç^ (z) are orthogonal for every i = 
[12]. 
The mapping Pj:%  ^ given by 
5(z) = I (wc+j 
n>0 
is the orthogonal projection of % onto Mj, 0 < j < N-1. 
K-1 
Let [S^ (z),g^ (z),...,g^  ^ (z)] g 0 M., where 
j=0 
e^ Cz) = [çj(z),çi(z),...,£j_^ (z)]e Kj, 
and consider the matrices: 
F = 
'00 
10 
01 
11 
F F 
K-1,0 K-1,1 
0,K-1 
F 1,K-1 
•K-1,K-1 
, where 
5^2 
=« 
/N-l ,0 N-1,1 
0,N-1 
1,N-1 
N-1,N-1 
with 
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€ A(D) (Example 1.3.3), and = Z a" z^ K-j+i^  
ITS ITS n n 
sum over n begins with n = 0 if i > j, and with n = 1 
The matrix F maps a vector 
[Ç°(z),Ç^ (z),...,Ç^ ~^ z)] € W 
j=0  ^
to a vector 
[Ti®(z),n^ (z),...,Ti^  ^ (z)] € 0 , 
j=0 J 
by means of 
k 1 
n (z) = I F çJ(z). 
j=0 
Consider 6^  ^ the algebra of all matrices F, with multiplication 
defined by the usual matrix multiplication, and define the norm on 6^  ^ 
to be the operator norm relative to the representation given above. If 
K > 1  o r  N > 1 ,  i s  a  n o n c o m m u t a t i v e ,  n o n s e l f  a d  j o i n t  o p e r a t o r  
algebra. IS , = A(D). We denote B , as B [12]. i $i K.)i K. 
Our next step is to describe the strong structure space of the 
algebras We begin by letting N = 1. In the following, we 
describe the maximal ideals of and show that this algebra is 
strongly semi-simple. We also prove that the strong structure space 
of B^  is connected. A complete analysis of this case is given in [12]. 
where the 
if i < j. 
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Let [fjj] € be as above. Consider the homomorphism 
[f^ j] !"> 0 < k < K-1; the image of this homomorphism is the 
Banach algebra C of complex numbers, which is simple. From the remark 
following the First Isomorphism Theorem, we conclude that the kernel, 
(k) MQ , of this homomorphism is a maximal ideal in of codimension 
one. Also, consider the homomorphism [f^ C^A)], X € D, 
X * 0. The image of this homomorphism is the algebra M^ (C) (Example 
1.2.5), which is simple, and hence, the kernel, M^ , of this homo­
morphism is a maximal ideal of codimension K^ . These are the only 
maximal ideals in 
Proposition III.3.1. For any positive integer K, the algebra 8^  
is strongly semi-simple. 
Proof. Let R = A fM | M is a maximal ideal in If M € R , 
then M € n M^ =([f..]€lB |f.. = 0, i * j; f,,(X) = 0 for every 
X#0 K ij Kk 
X * OK That is, M= diagCf^ ,^f^  ^,... ,f^ _j^  , with f^ (^X ) = 0, 
for every X f 0. Furthermore, M g implies = 0. Thus, 
fkk = 0» 0 < k < K-1, and M = fol. Hence, R = fOl and is 
strongly semi-simple. • 
Let U denote the strong structure space of ig^ . The hull-kernel 
topology on U can be described as follows [12]: 
Set S = {sq,Sj,...,Sj,_j}, with the discrete topology, and define 
an equivalence relation on the product S x D, where D is endowed with 
the Rudin topology (Example 1.2.2), by saying that (s,X) ~ (s',X') if 
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i) s = s' and X = X' = G, or 
11) |X| = |X'| to and (X'/X)^  = 1. 
Then Yl = S x D/~ with the quotient topology. That is, if 
p:S X D + S X D/~ = M is the quotient map, then the open sets UC U 
are precisely those for which p ^ (U) C S x D is open in the product 
topology. 
Proposition III.2*2. For every positive integer K, the strong 
structure space of is connected. 
Proof. Suppose U = U U V, with D and V open sets, and 
un V = 0. Let Uq = U\ (S X {o}) and Vq = V\(S X fol). Since 
fo} C D is closed in the Rudin topology, S x |o) is closed in 
S X D/~, and UQ and VQ are open sets in h. Furthermore, if U 
and V are nonempty, so are UQ and VQ. Let p:S x D + S x D/~ be 
the quotient map. Then p (^U^ ) = S x U^  and p (^VQ) = S X VJ, where 
U^  and Vj are open sets in D \fol. We have 
0 = P"^(UQ n VQ) = P"^(UQ) n P"^(VQ) 
= (s X Uj) n (s x vp = s X (Uj n vp . 
Hence, U^  H V^  = 0. Also, 
S X (D\{0}) = P"^ (UQ U VQ) = P"^ (UQ) U P~^ (VQ) 
.= (S X Uj) U (S X VP = s X (UJ U VJ) . 
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Therefore, U^U = D\fol, which implies that D \ f Ol is 
disconnected in the Rudin topology. But this topology is coarser than 
the Euclidean topology on D\fol. This contradicts the fact that 
D\fOl is connected in the Euclidean topology. Hence» h. is connected. 
3. The Algebras 6^ ® M^(C) 
If 21 and SB are two Banach algebras, the algebra 31 ® S8 consists 
o f  e l e m e n t s  g e n e r a t e d  b y  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  f o r m  x ® y ,  x € 3 I ,  y € S ,  
where addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication satisfy: 
(Xj + Xg) ®y = Xj®y + Xg# y 
X 8 (y^  + y^ ) = X ® y^  + x ® y^  
(x^  ® y^ )(x2 ® y p  =  (XyXg) ® 
X(x ® y) = (Ax) ® y = X ® Ay 
for every x,xj,x2€ 91, 7,71,72*= & € C. Define a norm 
Dun = inffZ^nx^Blly^l) | u = x^® y^^l , 
where the infimum is taken over all (finite) representations of u. 
31® % is a Banach algebra under this norm [2; p. 236]. 
In the following we extend some of the properties already known for 
and for its strong structure space h, to 6^ ® M^ (C) and to its 
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strong structure space IH . Specifically, we prove that tïl and h are 
homeomorphic, and show that ® M^ (C) is strongly simple. 
T-gmn III.3.1. For all positive integers K and N, the maximal 
ideals in ® M^ (C) are of the form M® M^ (C), where Mc is a 
maximal ideal. 
Proof. Let MC be a maximal ideal, and consider the map 
Mjj(C) 4. ® M^ (C) cf. [6], 
defined by 
® V = ^ « ®K. ^ « v<='-
Rjj is a homomorphism onto a simple algebra with identity, and therefore, 
ker Rjj is a maximal ideal in but ker = M ® M^ (C), 
hence, M® M^ CC) is a maximal ideal in B^  ® M^ (C) for every maximal 
ideal M in B^ . Conversely, let M* be a maximal ideal in 
BR® M^ CC), and let 
Si' 
be defined by 
G^ ,(F) = (F ® I)/M'. 
G^ , is a homomorphism onto a simple algebra, and therefore. 
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M = ker G^ , is a maximal ideal in This implies M® I c M', 
hence. M® M^ (C) Ç M', so that M* = M® M^ (C). • 
Corollary III.3.2. For ail positive integers K and N, 
Bj^ ® M^ (C) is strongly semi-simple. 
Reiaark.. Define 
Mjj(C)]/[M® M^ (C)] -»• ® M^ (C) , 
where is a maximal ideal, by 
(^[F® A]/[M® Mjj(C)]) = [F/M] ® M^ (C). 
It is easily verified that ip is an isomorphism. Since ® M^ (C) 
has dimension or K^ N^ , depending on M, this shows that the 
maximal ideals in ® M^ (C) have codimension or K^ N^ . 
Tdpwa 111.3.3. For all positive integers K and N, the strong 
structure space of B^  is homeomorphic to the strong structure space of 
Mjj(C). 
Proof. Let U be the strong structure space of B^  and in the 
strong structure space of B^  ® M^ (C). By Lemma 1, there exists a 
bijective mapping T|>:LH ->-11 given by t|>(M ® M (^C)) = M. We will show 
that i|i is a homeomorphism. Let E c U be a closed set, that is. 
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h(k(E)) = E. T|>~\E) = {M® MJJ(C) | M € E}. 
k(T|)~^ (E)) = N { M ® M „(C)} = ( N M) ® Let 
M € E  M € E  "  
MQ® Mjj(C) € h(k(i|)"^ (E))), then ( Q M) ® M^ (C) C ® M^ (C), and 
n MÇ M . That is, M € h(k(E)) = E. Thus, M ® M^ (C) € i|»~^ (E). 
M Ç E " u w 
-1  —1 
This implies that h(k(# (E))) = ip (E). Conversely, if E is a closed 
set in M, then I(>(E) = {M | M ® M^ (C) € E}. 
k(*(E)) N M. Take M 6 h(k(*(E))), then 
M ® MJJ(C) € E 
n M c M . Thus, ( n M) ® M^ (C)C M ® M^ (C). 
M ® MJJ(C) 6 E " M ® MJJ(C) E E 
This implies that ® M^ (C) € h(k(E)) = E, therefore, MQ € #(E). 
Hence, h(k(*(E))) = $(E). We have proved that tti and U are 
homeomorphic. • 
Corollary III.3.4. For all positive integers K and N, the 
strong structure space of 8^  ® M^ (C) is connected. 
Theorea III.3.5. For all positive integers K and N, Bj, ^  is 
isomorphic to Bjr® M^ (C). 
Proof. Define  ^ ® M^ (C) as follows: #(F) = F, where 
F ^  ®K N described above, and 
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F = 
00 
10 . 
01 
11 
N^-1,0 N^-1,1 
•0,N-1 
1 ,N-1 
N-1,N-1 
, with 
rs 
^K-1,0 GK-1,1 
. rs rs 
pO,K-l  ^
rs 
:1,K-1 
rs 
K^-1,K-1 
rs 
F = Z F ® E , where F Ç |S„, and E = N x N matrix with 1 
rs rs i s ix rs 
r,s 
in the rs position and zeros elsewhere. Then F€ ® M^ (C). It is 
clear that ib is a linear bijective map. Let F,G€ then 
FG = H, where 
H = 
H, 00 
H 10 
H, 01 
H 11 
H, 
H 
0 ,K-1 
1,K-1 
®K-1,0 ®K-1,1 K-1,K-1 
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4 h 
a 
ij 
11 
-^1,0 "N-1,1 
0,N-1 
1,N-1 
N-1,N-1 
, and 
K-1 N-1 , 
Z f P gPJ 
rs q=o rq «qs 
= E Hence, iI>(H) = H, where 
H = 
H, 00 
10 
H. 01 
H 11 
\-l,0 N^-1,1 
H 0,N-1 
H 1,N-1 , with 
&-1 ,N-1 
H = 
rs 
00 
rs 
10 
rs 
01 
rs 
11 
rs 
j^ K-1,0 K^-1,1 
, rs rs 
0^,K-1 1 
rs 
hl,K-l 
rs 
K^-1,K-1 
rs 
Now iI)(F)i|)(G) = FG = K 
K 00 01 0,N-1 
K = 
10 K 11 1 ,N-1 , with 
.^ -1,0 -^1,1 *Sî-l,N-l 
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rs 
00 
'rs 
10 
'rs 
0,K-1 
rs 
.l.K-l 
rs 
, and 
,K-1,0 K^-1,1 
rs 
K-1,K-1 
rs rs 
N-1 K-1 
= Z I f P g"^  . Hence, K = H, and ip is multiplicative. 
q=0 p=0 RS 9S 
By Corollary 2, M^ (C) is strongly semi-simple, and hence has 
a unique norm topology [13; 2.4.13], this implies that ip is continuous 
[13; 2.5.16]. By the Open Mapping Theorem, if;  ^ is continuous. The 
result follows. • 
III.3.6. For all positive integers K and N, the only 
orthogonal central idempotents of ® M^ (C) are 0 and 1. 
Proof. We shall prove that for all positive integers K and N, 
0 and 1 are the only orthogonal central idempotents in 6^  The 
result will follow from Theorem 5. 
Let  ^+ M^ (C), X € D, X f 0, be the evaluations 
E^ (F) = F(X). Suppose F € 6^  ^ is a central idempotent. Since 
is a homomorphism onto, it follows that F(X) is in the center of 
Mj^ (C). Hence, F(X) = where I is the identity matrix, and 
(j)^  € C. Also, since F is an idempotent, = 0 or = 1. 
This induces a continuous mapping w:D {O} {0,l}. Hence, since 
D\{0} is connected, = 0 or = 1 for every X € D\{0}. 
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So that F(X) = 0 or F(X) = I for every X € D\ fo}. Since the 
* _ " 
elements of F are continuous in D, It follows that F(X) =0 or 
A _ A A 
F(X) = I for X € D, and therefore F = 0 or F = I. • 
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CHAPTER IV. SEMI-CROSSED PRODUCTS OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL C*-AL6EBRAS. 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we classify the semi-crossed products of finite 
dimensional C*-algebras up to isometric isomorphism. 
The simplest case, when SI is equal to K copies of M^ (C) and o 
i s  a n  a u t o m o r p h i s m  o f  S I  o f  t h e  f o r m  O ( A Q , A j , . . . =  
(A^ _J,AQ,...,Aj^  2)» is covered in Proposition 2.1, where we show that 
Z 91 is isomorphic to ® M^ CC). The proof for N = 1 is given in 
[12; III.2]; our proof follows a similar pattern. A generalization of 
Proposition 2.1 is presented in Proposition 2.4. 
For any finite-dimensional C*-algebra 91 and a € Aut(9I), Theorem 
2.6 yields a decomposition of 2^  91 as a direct sum 
0 (C), and as a corollary x SI is strongly semi-simple, 
j=l 3 j ° 
For 21 and 3 finite-dimensional C*-algebras, a € Aut(SI) and 
S € Aut(58), Theorem 2.9 and its corollary give two sets of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for Z^  x^  SI to be isomorphic to Z^  x^  3 . 
2. A Characterization of Seal-Crossed ProAicts of Finite-Dimensional C*-
Algebras. 
Set S = {SQ,SJ,...,S _^J}, where K is a fixed positive integer. 
Define *:S S by <|»(s^ ) = s^ ^^  (mod K). Let SI be the C*-algebra of 
continuous functions from S into M^ (C) (N a fixed positive integer), 
and o the endomorphism defined by a(f) = fo<^ . It is shown in [12], 
that for N = 1, Z^  x^  % = x^  C(S) is isomorphic to the algebra 
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B described above. In the following we state and prove the general 
K 
case 
Proposition IV.2.1. Let K and N be positive integers, and 
SI = K M^ (C) be K copies of M^ (C). Let a € Aut(?I) be given by 
oCAQJAJ,....,A^ _2)' Then 21 is isomorphic to 
Mjj(C). 
Proof. Take F Ç x 91 then F = Z M A, with A € 21 
° n>0 z" "  ^
and A^ = (^ AQ,^ AJ,...,^ AJ _^P. Pick S(z) = (III.2). Let 
Rp:# + be the representation j^-^ n^ G'n^ l ' * * *'n\-l^  ^  n\* 
M/ +2
Then x is a representation of Z x^ gi into B(H (jf)) (Chapter 
II). We compute: 
[(M: X TT )(F)]Ç(z) = E M ^  TT C A)Ç(z) 
 ^ n>0 z* r n 
' .L V J. 
" n>0 V k>0 " 
= z z A E 
n>0 k>0  ^
g 
Since a =1, we make the substitution k -»• mK + j to get 
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- Jo Jo A 
'.:. % /-j W, 
K-1 
= j: [ z A z*]E:(z), 
j=0 n>0 ° 
where Ç^ (z) = Z Ç . Now, 
m)0 
A  L L '  %  I  'I'j. 
K-l K-1 
= I E P.[ I A z*]P (z)E(z) 
j=0 1=0 n>0  ^  ^
Let Fy(z) = z-IP.  a.j^ ,A„. z'-3«^  Pj, where the 
sum over n begins with n = 0 If 1 > j, and with n = 1 If 1 < j. 
^ A 
Then F = [F^ ]^ € and we may view FÇ(z) as 
K-1 K-1 
E E P.[ E A z°]P. E(z). Thus, M x ir yields a faithful 
j=0 1=0  ^n>0  ^  ^ 2 r 
representation of Z x^ SI onto 
If ir^  had been replaced by ir^ , 0 < s < K-1, the representation 
/V ^ 
M X ir would have given another isomorphism of Z x gj with |R_ Z S <X K ,N 
The relationship between (M^  x ir^ )(F) and (M^  x •ir^ )(F) is as follows: 
rté  ^ r>^  ^ 
let (M^  X ir^ )(F) = F, and (M^  x Tg)(F) = G. Now, 
F,G € ®k,N  ^A(D) ® M^ (C). If U 6 A(D) ® M^ (C) is the matrix 
* 
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0 0 
I 0 
0 I 
0 I 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
, where I is the N x N 
identity matrix, then U is unitary in A(D) ® and hence the 
mapping Ad(U);A(D)® A(D) ® M^ (^C) given by 
Ad(U)A = U AU, A € A(D) ® defines an automorphism. Repeated 
application of Ad(lJ) to F yields Ad(L^  ^ )(F) = G. That is, 
Ad(U^  [(N^  X %^ )(F)] = [(M^  X tt^ XF)]. From Proposition II.3.6, it now 
follows that HFH = II(M^  x •ir^ )(F)ll. Hence z"*" x^  91 is isomorphic to 
iBj, and from Theorem III.3.5, we have that x^  % is isomorphic to 
As an immediate application of Corollary III.3.2, we have the 
following result: 
Corollary IV.2.2. Let K and N be positive integers, and 
91 = KMjj(C) be K copies of M^ (C). Let a 6 Aut(3I) be given by 
a(AQ,Aj^ ,...,A^ _j) = (Aj,_j,Aq,...,A^ _2), then the semi-crossed product, 
Z^  x^  9J , is strongly semi-simple. 
Before proceeding with the analysis of semi-crossed products of 
finite dimensional C*-algebras, we establish a more general result. 
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Proposition IV.2.3. Let 21 be a separable C*-algebra with 
identity. If a,S € Aut(3I) such that a(A) = Ad(U)6(A), for every 
A € 21 and some unitary U€ 91, then 21 is isomorphic to 
Xj a .  
Proof. Define t|):jl^ (Z^ ,2l,o)°^  ->• 2^ (2^ ,21,6)°^  by 
Z 6° ® A ) = E 6^  ® Ua(U) ... a^ ~^ (U)A . 
n>0 " n>0 " 
Clearly, i|) is linear, one-to-one and onto. To show that it is 
multiplicative, let F = 6°®A, G=6°'®B € £^(z"*",2I,o)°^ . 
II n m m 
t|)(FG) = $((6° ® A )(6° ® B )) = *(5° ® a™(A )B ) 
n n m m n-Hn n m 
= 6® ® Ua(U) ... a"'^ ~^ (U) a®(A )B . 
n+m n m 
*(F)*(G) = ® A )4(6° ® B ) 
n n m m 
= (6® ® Ua(U) ... a"~\u)A )(6^  ® Ua(U) ... a®'\u)B ) 
n n m m 
= 5® ® S°(Ua(U)...ot"~^ (U)A )Ua(U)...a™~^ (U)B 
n+m n m 
= 5^  . ® B®(U)6°(o(U))...6°(a^ "\u))6™(A )Ua(U).. .a°"\u)B . 
n+m n m 
Since a(A) = Ad(U)g(A) for A € 91, we have 
6*(B) = B™'^ (U)8°"^ (o(B))B®"^ (U*) for B 6 21. Therefore, 
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$(F)*(C) = 6®^ ®^ 6°'"^ u)6°"^ (a(u))6™"\u*)g®~^ (u)6""\a^ (u)) 
• 6*"^ (U*)...6*"l(U)g*"l(a*(U))B*"^ (U*)g*"l(U) 
. 6®~^ (a(A ))6®~^ (u")Ua(U)...a°'"\u)B 
n m 
= 5^  ® 6°"\u)6™~^ (a(U))6®~^ (a^ (U))...6"~^ (o"(U)) 
n+m 
• 6°"^ (a(A ))6™"^ (U*)Ua(U).,.a°"\u)B . 
n m 
Repeating this procedure m - 1 times, we arrive at: 
*(F)*(G) = «n+m® e(U)S(a(U)  .. .B(a"'^ "^ (U) )6(a°"^ A^ ) ) 
. B(a"^ "^ (lj*) )6(o™~^ (U*)).. .S(a(U*))6(U*)Ua(U).. .a®~\u)B 
m 
= ® Da(U)U*Ua^ (U)U*...Ua^ "^ "^ (U)U*Ua°(A )U* 
n+m n 
• Ua°"^ (U*)U*Ua®"^ (U*)...Ua^ (U*)U*Ua(U*)U* 
• Ua(D)o^ (U)...a°~^ (U)B 
in 
= s® ® Ua(U)a2(u)...o*^ ™"l(U)a™(A )B 
n-rm n m 
= 4<FG) . 
This shows that rp is an algebra isomorphism. Hence, by Lemma II.2.8, 
the enveloping Banach algebras 91 and x^  gl are isomorphic. M 
By choosing a different class of automorphisms on 31, which 
includes the class of automorphisms described in Proposition 1, we arrive 
at the following generalization: 
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Proposition IV.2.4. Let Sï = K M^ (C), and let a € Aut(2I) be any 
automorphism which acts transitively on the factors. Then x^ gi is 
isomorphic to ôj, ® M^ (C). 
% 
Proof: If 81 = ® 31., 91. = M^ (C), then o maps each SIz onto 
j=0 J  ^ J 
itself, 0 < j < K-1. Without loss of generality, we may arrange the 
factors so that a(9Ij) = (mod K). Let cr:ai-»-3I be the automorphism 
cr(AQ,Aj,... = (AJ _^J,AQ,...,A^ _2). Now. a ^ oajsi^ . maps 3Ij onto 
Slj, hence, there exists a unitary € SJ^ . such that 
((j~^ oa|9L)(A^ ) = Ad(Uj)Aj. Thus, 
®(AQ ,Aj ,... ,AJ^ _2 ) — (Ad(Uj,_j )Aj^ _j ,Ad(UQ)AQ, •.. ,Ad(Ujj._2)Aj^ _2) • 
K-1 
Therefore, if U = ® U., it follows that o(A) = cr(Ad(U)A), A € 31 . 
j=0 ] 
Hence, a(A) = Ad(W)c(A), where W = cr(U). This implies that 
is isomorphic to Z^  91 in view of Proposition 3, but Proposition 1 
implies that Z"*" 31 is isomorphic to M^ (C); the result 
follows. • 
Corollary IV.2.5. Let 31 = K M^ (C), and let o € Aut(9I) be any 
automorphism which acts transitively on the factors. Then the semi-
crossed product x^  91 is strongly semi-simple. 
Since the automorphisms of a finite-dimensional C*-algebra can be 
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obtained as combinations of the automorphisms so far discussed, we are 
now in position to prove our main results. The following yields a 
characterization of the semi-crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-
algebras as a direct sum of strongly semi-simple Banach algebras: 
Hieorem IV.2.6. Let 21 be an arbitrary finite-dimensional C*-
 ^r 
algebra, and a € Aut(3I). Decompose 51= 0 SI., where each 
j=l  ^
91. = (C), o(3I.) = 91., and a acts transitively on the direct 
J 3 "j 3 J 
summands of 91.. Then x 91 is isomorphic to IB ® CC). 
 ^ ° j=l J J 
Proof. Let o. = a I 21 and % M A€Z X^9I with 
J : n>0 z"" ° 
. r , 
A = ( A, , A,,..., A ) € 21, A.6 91,. Define i!):Zx2I-»-0Zx SJ. 
n n 1 n z nr n j j a a. j 
' 
Clearly, $ is linear and bijective. To show that it is multiplicative, 
let M A, M B € Z^  X 81. Then 
n n ' mm a 
z z 
•<« . .A M , JB) . *(« 
z z z 
 ^ n+m ® n^^ l^ m®l'^  n+m ° ^n^ l^ 
z z 
« "WP 
z 
" n n^ l ^  m m®ln n^ 2 ^  m m®2'* * * ' 
z z z z 
" . .Ar M . .V 
z z 
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= MM ^  ^ A)m ^ B^) . 
z z 
Now, by Corollary 5 and the remark following Corollary 1.2.13, 
r  ^
 ^Z X 21. is strongly semi-simple, and therefore, has a unique norm 
j=l J 
topology. It follows that T|) is continuous, and by the Open Mapping 
Theorem,  ^ is an isomorphism. • 
Corollary IV.2.7. Let SI be a finite-dimensional C*-algebra, and 
a€ Aut(SI). Then z"*" 31 is strongly semi-simple. 
A particular case of Theorem 6 is given in the next: 
Corollary IV.2.8. Let 21 be a finite-dimensional C*-algebra. 
Take U € 81 unitary, and define a Ç Aut(3I) by ot(A) = Ad(U)A. Then 
Z^  x^  21 is isomorphic to A(D) ® 31. 
Proof. By Proposition 3, Z^  x^ 8I = Z^  x^  21 , where i € Aut(2I) 
 ^r 
is the identity. Now SI = 0 SI., with SI. = M» (C), and i acts 
i=l  ^ i 
transitively on the direct summands of 81^ .^ By Theorem 6, 
.  ^r  ^r  ^ r 
Z X SI = 0 B. ® M^  (C) = 0 B ® SI = B ® ( 0 SI ), but 
i=l i i=l  ^  ^  ^ i=l  ^
Bj = A(D), so we get Z^  x^ 2I = A(D)® SI . • 
Let 21 and % be finite-dimensional C*-algebras, a € Aut(3I), and 
6 € Aut(S). In terms of the decomposition presented in Theorem 6, we are 
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able to give necessary and sufficient conditions for gi to be 
isomorphic to g as follows: 
Theorem IV,2.9. Let 31 and S0 be finite-dimensional C*-algebras, 
 ^r  ^s 
a Ç Aut(SI), 6 g Aut(S8). Decompose SU = 0 SI. and g = 0 SB., where 
j=l ^ i=l 1 
each Slj = (C) and S8^  = M^ ,(C), a(9^ ) = 91^  and 6(S8j^ ) = S8^ , 
1 < j < r and 1 < i < s, and o and 6 act transitively on the 
direct summands of S!Ij and SB^ , respectively. Then 
Z^  S!I is isomorphic to x^  SB if and only if r = s, ~ ^ à(j)» 
and Kj =  ^ for some permutation CT of (l,2,...,r^ . 
Proof. If r = s, N. = N',.., and K. = K'... for some 
J *(])' J ct(J) 
permutation a of fl,2,...,rl, then Z^  x^ «[l is isomorphic to 
Z^  Xg SB by Theorem 6. 
Conversely, if Z^  x gj is isomorphic to Z^  x « , then by 
ct B 
Theorem 6, 
0 8 0 (C) = 9 
j=l j j 1=1 i i 
Proposition 1.3.4 and Corollary III.3.4 imply r = s. So, we may 
fi = 0 \ (C) = 0 B , ® M^,(C) =&'. 
j=l j j i=l i i 
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Let be an isomorphism between & and & '. Consider 
B ® (C) c 8; this is a closed ideal in 6, and therefore its 
1 1 
image under is a closed ideal in A ', and using Proposition 1.2.12, 
r 
we may write ® (C)) = 0 J., where J c R ® tr,(C) is a 
1 1 i=l  ^ i i 
closed ideal. Thus, B ® (C) =0 J.. This implies (Proposition 
1 1 i=l 1 
1.2.15) that there exist e. Ç ® (C), 1 < i < r, orthogonal 
1 1^ **1 
central idempotents such that S e. = 1, and e.(B ® (C)) = J , 
i=l  ^  ^ '^ l "l  ^
i = l,2,...,r. But Lemma III.3.6 implies that the only orthogonal 
central idempotents in 8 ® M (C) are 0 and 1. Hence, 
1 1 
« XC:) : 
a some permutation of {l,2,...,r}. Now, the maximal ideals in 
2 2 2 ® ^  (C) have codimension or in view of the remark 
following Corollary III.3.2. Let M'® M (C) be a maximal ideal in 
< y ( i )  
B , ® (C) not containing J . . (Lemma III.3.1). By Lemma 
 ^9(1)  ^o(l) 
1.2.18 and the remark following it [M' ® M^ , (€)] Q J is a 
^ 0(1 )  
maximal ideal in J and CJ(1) 
Jo(l)/[(%' G %N' (O) n J.,,)] = B , ® /[M'®M^ , (C)] 
 ^0(1)  ^a(l)  ^a(l)  ^a(l) 
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Thus, some of the maximal Ideals in have codimenslon 
2 2 2 
or But by Isomorphism, every maximal ideal in 
2 2 2 
should have codimension or K^ N^ . This implies 
Kj = and Nj = Repeating this process for every 
j = 1,2,...,r, we arrive at the desired result. • 
If 21 and 3 are finite-dimensional C*-algebras, a € Aut(9I) and 
8 € Aut(S), it is also possible to give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for x SI to be isomorphic to x S8 in terms of 91 Ct p 
and %, and of a and 6. This is achieved in the following: 
Corollary IV. 2.10. Let 51 and 35 be finite-dimensional C*-
algebras, a € Aut(2î) and R 6 Aut(S). Then SI is isomorphic to 
Z^  Xg Si if and only if there is an isomorphism iJirSI + SB, and a 
unitary D € ® such that 6OT|; = Ad(U)(Tl>oa). 
Proof. If Z^  x^  21 = Z^  Xg 3 , then by Theorem 6 
r  ^  ^  ^s 
0 (C) = Z X 21 = Z X 0 = 0 fi„, ® M_ ,(C), so by Theorem 
j=l j j  ^ i=l i^ "i 
9, r = s, Kj = KgQy and for some permutation cr of 
r 
{l,2,...,r}. Thus, there exist isomorphisms u: 21 ->• 0 Û. and 
j=l ^ 
r 
V: SB + 0 &., with 8 = K. (C), and o and B act transitively 
j=l J 3 3 Nj 
on the direct summands of . This implies, that there exists unitaries 
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V. . ^ (C), j = 1,2,i = 0,1,...,K.-1, such that 
ij "j J 
[vo6](v ^ ou) = Ad(V)(uoa), where 
V - VQI® VU e ... ff i ® . .. ® 
ev .  
r 
Let U = V (^V) € S, and TP = v o^u. Then U is unitary and TJ; is an 
isomorphism. It follows that Bo\j/ = Ad(U)(i|)Oo). 
Conversely, suppose there is an isomorphism 35 and a 
unitary U € % such that Soip = Ad(U)(ij>oa). Define 
4. £^ (z'^ ,S8,e)°P by letting 
*'( E 6°®A^ )= Z 6? ® e°~^ (U)6°~^ (U)...e(U)UT(«(A ). Straightforward 
n>0 n>0 ° 
calculations as in Proposition 3 show that jjt' is an algebra 
isomorphism. Hence, the enveloping Banach algebras gj and 
Z* X S3 are isomorphic (Lemma 11.2.8). • P 
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CONCLUSIONS 
For a given C*-algebra 91-, a Ç End(91) consider the Banach algebra 
= {F = Z 5 ® X | E HX H < »} with multiplication given 
n>0 ° ° n>0 ° 
on simple tensors by (ô ®x)(ô ®y) = 6^ ® a™(x)y, and norm 
n m n+ni 
HFH = Z MX n, F = E Ô ® X . 
n>0 ° n>0 °  ^
Given Hilbert space representations of 91, and contractions 
V € M, we construct Hilbert space representations of £^ (Z^ ,9I,a)°^  
called contractive covariant representations. The semi-crossed product, 
2^  9J , is defined as the enveloping Banach algebra of 2^ (Z*,9I,a)°P 
with respect to contractive covariant representations. 
In this dissertation, we have shown (Theorem IV.2.6) that if 91 is 
a finite dimensional C*-algebra, then 2^  91 is isometrically 
isomorphic to a direct sum 
r 
0 B ® (C) , 
i=l '^ i ™i 
where is the algebra of all by matrices of functions 
[fk*] 0 < k,i < K^ -1, f^  ^€ A(D), and 
f k£. ) s+nK 
f .   =  E  a  z  0 < s < K , , s  =  k - £  ( m o d  K . )  
n>0  ^  ^  ^
Furthermore (Corollary IV.2.10), x 91 = x 93 if and only if 
ot p 
there exists a C*-isomoiT)hism i|); 91 -»• S and a unitary U € 35 such that 
goi|; = Ad(U)(i|;oa). 
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Theorems IV.2.16 and IV.2.9, and Corollary IV.2.10 were first proved 
in the commutative case. The method of proof of the two theorems is 
analogous to the method of proof in the noncommutative case. The proof 
of Corollary IV.2.10, in the commutative case, was given in one direction 
only, the approach taken is totally different from the noncoumutative 
case, and quite elementary. 
The sufficient conditions in Corollary IV.2.10 may be relaxed in the 
general case as follows: 
Proposition. Let 21 and S8 be C*-algebras, o g End(2l), 
6 € End(3). If there exists an isomorphism (|):SI ->• S satisfying 
*oa = go*, then Z x 21 = Z x S5 . 
a p 
Proof. Define (2^ ,95,6)°^  by taking 
T|>(E 0®X) = E 6® (^(X ), where (J): 21 -»• 5 is an isomorphism 
n>0 ° ® n>0 °  ^
satisfying *oa = go*. If a(x^ ) = x^ , then 
Z 5. 
n>0 n 
*(a(x )) = Z 6 ® *(x'), 
n>0 
thus. 
t|)( Z 6 ® a(x )) = #( Z 6 ® x') 
n>0 " n>0 ° 
and is well-defined. Clearly, i|; is one-to-one and onto. To show 
that it is multiplicative, we confute: 
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*[(5^  ® x)(6^ '® y)] = ® a™(x)y] 
= ® 4(a™(x)y) 
= ® *oo™(x)*(y) 
i()(6 ® X)T|»(6 ® y) = (5 ® *(x))(6 ® *(y)) 
XI HI n in 
= ® 6™(*(x))*(y) 
= 5^  ^® B™o<t)(x)<ti(y) . 
Since <^OA™ = g™O* , we have t|)[(S ® x)(6 ® y)] = i|)(6 ® x)tj)(5 ® y). Q IS n m 
E 6 ® X )II = n Z 6 ® 4^%: )N = Z n*(X )II = S HX II 
n>0 n>0 n>0 " n>0 
= B Z S ® X H . We have proved that the Banach algebras £^ (Z^ ,SI,a)°^  
n>0 "  ^
and £^ (Z,58,g)°^  are isomorphic. Hence, their enveloping Banach 
algebras Z^  SI and Z^  *g ® are isomorphic. • 
We know nothing about the converse in the general case. 
We were unable to find references on crossed products of finite-
dimensional C*-algebras. Nevertheless, these results obtained for semi-
crossed products of finite-dimensional C*-algebras differ from results 
for crossed products in the the following way: isomorphism of C*-crossed 
products Z x^  31 , Z x^  S8 does not imply 31, S are isomorphic. 
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Exaag>le. Suppose p is a representation of a C -algebra 
on K and a is an automorphism of 31 ; let p denote the 
2 
representation of 21 on A (K) given by 
pCx)C***j > 0^' ^ 1' *"*) ~ C***j p(ci x) ^ 2» p(x) ' pC^ x) C2% ••• )y 
2 
where (Ç^ ) € Z (%), x 6 21. Furthermore, if p is a faithful 
2  ^
representation of 21, and U is the bilateral shift on I (IK), p x u 
is a faithful representation of Z 21. Thus, Z 21 is the 
completion, in the norm of the representation p x U, of K(Z,2l, a). 
K(Z, 21, a) is the algebra of finitely supported functions from Z 
to 21, with multiplication given (on simple tensors) by 
(^ n ® y) = S ® xo (y), and involution n+ni 
( Ô  ®  x) = 6  
n —n 
a"°(x*) [17]. 
Take 21 = C^ , which for convenience we view as con#lex-valued 
functions on the two-point space {0,1}, and a € Aut(2I), 
o(x) = o(x(0), x(l)) = (x(l), x(0)), x€ Let n be the one-
o 
dimensional representation, n^ Cx) = x(0), x € I Let HQ be the 
2 2 
subspa c e  of £ ,  = {(5^ ) ^  ^  | = 0 for n odd}, and set 
~^ 0* F = E k^ ^  K(Z, 3!, a), the operator 
k 
" " Jc 2 
H X U(F) = E H (x, ) u € IB(& ) can be represented in matrix form 
° k ° 
Z X (0) U' 
k 
2k 2k+l 
E £ =2x(l) 
k k 
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€ IBO<Q © if j^ ). We denote this matrix by Observe that the norm 
is the same if the matrix is viewed as operating on ® SQ, and hence 
2 2 ij>j(F) can just as well be viewed as operating on I ® I . Applying the 
Fourier transform to #^ (F), we obtain the matrix 
E X-, (0) z 
k 
2k 
k 
2k+l 
on L^ (T) ® L^ (T) (so z = z). Now the mapping which takes 
into 
E a^  z 
k  ^
2k 
Z b, z 
u " 
2k+l 
£ a, z 
k " 
2k 
E b, z 
k 
2k 
2k+l 
2k 
E c, z 
k  ^
2k+2 
2k 
on L^ d)© l2(T) 
on l2(t)© l2(T) 
is an isometric *-isomorphism. Composing these isomorphisms, and 
replacing by w, we have that the map 
b^ : K(Z, %, a) + C(T)® (C), 
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is a *-algebra isomorphism. The image of ili^  is dense in 
C(T)® Mg (C), since n4^ (F)n = n(ïï^  x U)(F)ll. But similarly, 
nd^ (F)n = IICTJ X U)(F)II, ÏÏJ(x) = x(l), (just interchange the I's 
and O's in the matrix for OgCF)). If HFIt denotes the norm of F as 
an element of Z SI , RFH = ll(JI x V)(F)H by our initial remarks, where 
n is the (faithful) representation @ ITj and V is the bilateral 
shift on S> . We conclude Z x^ SI = C(T) ® (C).  
If S = M2 (C),  6 the identity automorphism, then Z x^  g is also 
isomorphic to C(T) ® M2 (C). Consequently, Z x^ SI , Z SB are 
isomorphic, while 21 , ig are not isomorphic C*-algebras. 
Let us now consider an AF-algebra SI, then 91 = U SI » where 
n>0  ^
is an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
Bratteli [3] discovered a way of characterizing AF-algebras through 
diagrams. These diagrams provide a simple method for describing the 
ideal structure of SI. With these ideas in mind, the following questions 
arise: 
I X,(0) w Ï Xjk+i'W " 
k 
k+1 
r x_.(i) w 
k 
€ fl(L^ (T) © L^ (T)) 
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1. Can 2^  SI be expressed as U x , where 
n>0 n 
is a sequence of increasing finite-dimensional C* 
algebras and € AutÇÏ^ ) ? 
2. Does X ?I = X S imply Z^  x 91 = Z^  x S 
o  6  a n  6 n '  
n n 
where 2J = U SI , a € Aut(Sl ), S = IJ SB 
n>0 " ° ° n>0 
€ Aut(a3^ ), and conversely? 
3. Can we define similar diagrams on Z^  x 21 ? 
4. How can we determine the ideal structure of Z^  x SI ? 
a 
For a general AF-algebra, some of these questions are very difficult 
to answer. However, question 1 has been answered partially as follows: 
Proposition. Let 31 = U 9J be an AF algebra, and o: SI 31 an 
n>0  ^
infective endomorphism. Suppose there is a subsequence (si of 
°k 
i2I_}" « such that a(91 ) = SI_ . Then z"^  x aj = (J z"*" x gi 
n n=u n, n, a , . cc i °k °k ° k=0 \\ 
where a = olsi . 
Proof. Define j :Z^  x gi C—^  x gi by letting 
(=k) 
j ( E 6 ® x  ) = E 6 ® i ( x  ) ,  w h e r e  j  ; 9 I  ^ — > 2 1  a r e  
°k r>0 T>0 \  ^° 
embeddings, and i = j o.,,oj _oj . Clearly j is well-
\ °k+l \ "k 
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defined and 
(Ofc) (n^ ) 
Bj" ( 2 6 ® X * )n = n Z 6 ® i (x )H 
\ r>0 r>0  ^ °k  ^
r r 
= sup n Z V p(i (x ))ll < sup n E W a(x )ll 
V X p r>0 '^k ^ W X g r>0  ^
(n, ) 
= n E Ô ® X n, 
r>0  ^  ^
since (V,poi ) is a contractive covariant representation of 21 , 
\ \ 
whenever (V,p) is a contractive covariant representation of 21 . 
\+l 
Now let (V,p) be an contractive covariant representation of 21 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that p = T for some 
representation T of 31 ,^ that is, there is a Hllbert space U such 
that p:2I with H ^ = M , and 
\ n>0 
p C x ) ^ ( X ) C Ç Q,Ç2>Ç2'**'^  
= (T(x)ÇQ,T(a(x))Çj,T(a^ (x))?2)•••); 
and V may be taken to be the unilateral shift on 3 [12]. 
n>0 " 
Let TT be an extension of T to 31 , and K the Hllbert space of 
\+l 
TT, construct ir as above, and let be the unilateral shift on 
® X_, X_ = % . Then U x ? extends V x p. For let 
n>0 
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E 6 ® € £^ (Z|SI a )°P, and (E € (B %.. 
r>0  ^ 1 °k °k u 1  ^ n>0 * n>0 " 
We compute: 
(»%) 
(D. X ,)( Z 5 8 X * (S ,S ,S ,...) 
r>0 VIZ 
r ~ (°k) 
= Z Ut TT(x )(Ç ,ç ,Ç ...) 
r>0  ^ u i z 
r (*%) 
= Z U (Tr(x )| ,¥(a (x )Ç ,...) 
r>0 " \ ^ ^ 
r (°k) (*%) 
= Z uI(T(x )5 ,T(a (x * 
r>0 " \ ^ '• 
= (V X T)( Z «I ® 3. K )(%.,5, 
r>0 u i 
(n, ) 
= (V X p)( z Sy, ® X )(S ,S ,g 
rX) 
Hence, 0 x ir extends V x p. Let Z 6 ® x ^  ,a 
r>0 f f °k *k 
(=%) r (°k) 
Then D Z 5 ® x H = svp D Z W ct(X )ll where (W,a) Is a 
r>0 ^ ^ W X a r>0 ^ 
contractive covariant representation of 21 . By above, for each 
°k 
(W,a) a contractive covariant representation of 91 , there exists 
"k 
(V,p) a contractive covariant representation of 51 extending 
\+l 
r r (°k) 
(W,a). This implies sup H Z W <j(x )I1 < sup II Z V p(x )n . 
W X a r>0 ^ V X p r>0 ^ 
(\) ~  ^(*k) 
Thus, II Z 6®x )n < 01 ( Z 0®x )II and j is an 
r>0  ^ *k r)0 r =" \ 
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isometry on £^ (2^ ,31 ,a We can now extend j to an isometry 
7"*" V 3ITI 7"*" _ 
\+l 
from Z X -^ iL into Z x 21 
a 'k a 
Let h : £^ (Z'*^ ,2I ,a )°^  •*• (Z^ , |J 21 ,a)°P be defined by 
\ \ \ n>0 " 
(*%) (\) 
h ( E S ® X ) = Z 5 ® k (x ), 
k^ r>0 r>0 k 
where k ;3I + 91 are the natural injections. Since k oa = aok 
\ "k \ \ 
it is easily shown that h is an isometry, and hence can be extended 
to an isometry from Z x 31 into Z x gj . 
\ °k 
It is now clear that the following diagram commutes: 
Z ^  x  2 1  ^ Z ^  X  %  
-  o n .  k+1 
Z"*" X SI 
a 
and therefore, Z* x SK = tj z* x 91 , • 
k>0 \ ^ 
The answer to question 2 as stated is no as can be seen by taking 
21 = c", a = id, S3 = 6 = id. Then Z* x M Z* x SB are 
n n ' o ' 6 
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both isomorphic to infinitely many copies of the disk algebra, but 
2^  is the sum of n copies of the disk algebra, and 
n n 
is the sum of n+1 copies of the disk algebra. 
In light of the above proposition, we may now consider the following 
question: 
Let ÎI=tj2I, 35=U®> and 
n>0  ^ n>0 ° 
U Z X gj _ Z X 2J - Z X 5Q - (J 2 X % , 
k>0 \ k \ 
where a g End(3I), g € End(S8), a = a|9I , g = 3 js . 
\ k^ 
a(2I ) = 31 , g(% ) = S . Do there exist subsequences {Sl } of 
\ \ 
{si }, and {S8 } of {s } such that 
"k \ °t 
\ ' I » 0 ? 
\ \ \ "i 
These are some related topics that have come to mind to be 
considered for further research projects. Also, the author is convinced 
that some analysis of semi-crossed products can be done using K-theory 
methods. 
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